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Purpose: To develop multi-compartment mechanistic models of dynamics of stem and functional
cell populations in epithelium after irradiation.
Methods  and materials:  We present  two  models,  with  three  (3C)  and four  (4C)  compartments
respectively.  We use  delay  differential  equations,  and  include  accelerated  proliferation,  loss  of
division asymmetry, progressive death of abortive stem cells, and turnover of functional cells. The
models are used to fit experimental data on the variations of the number of cells in mice mucosa
after irradiation with 13 Gy and 20 Gy. Akaike information criteria (AIC) was used to evaluate the
performance of each model.
Results: Both 3C and 4C models provide good fits to experimental data for 13 Gy. Fits for 20 Gy
are slightly poorer and may be affected by larger uncertainties and fluctuations of experimental
data. Best fits are obtained by imposing constraints on the fitting parameters, so to have values that
are  within  experimental  ranges.  There  is  some  degeneration  in  the  fits,  as  different  sets  of
parameters provide similarly good fits.
Conclusions: The models provide good fits to experimental data. Mechanistic approaches like this
can facilitate the development of mucositis response models to non-standard schedules/treatment
combinations  not  covered  by  datasets  to  which  phenomenological  models  have  been  fitted.
Studying  the  dynamics  of  cell  populations  in  multifraction  treatments,  and  finding  links  with
induced toxicity, is the next step of this work.







Intolerable toxicity in turnover tissues, like mucosae or skin, is one of the limiting factors of dose
escalation and/or treatment shortening in several cancers, especially those of the head-and-neck
(Trotti  et  al.  2003;  Vera-Llonch et  al.  2006;  Russi  et  al.  2015;  Sroussi  et  al.  2017).  Predicting
whether  different  schedules  would  lead  to  tolerable  or  intolerable  toxicity  is  of  paramount
importance in order  to design unconventional  radiotherapy schedules that  might  increase tumor
control. Several mathematical models have been developed to explore this issue. Some of these
models aim at separating  population-wise tolerable and intolerable schedules, like the  early model
of Fowler et al. (2003), based on the biologically effective dose (BED), later refined by Fenwick et
al.  (2008),  who provided a  modified equation for the BED boundary separating tolerable from
intolerable schedules. More recently, Strigari et al. (2012) presented a model based on the Lyman-
Kutcher-Burman formulation  of  Normal  Tissue  Complication  Probability.  Other  models  aim at
predicting  the  probability  of  toxicity  of  each  treated  individual,  by  including  individual  dose
distributions  and  other  patient  data  and  using  dose  response  models,  regression,  and  machine
learning techniques (Bhide et al. 2012; Dean et al. 2016a, Dean et al. 2016b, Dean et al. 2017).
All  these  models  are  of  a  phenomenological  nature:  they  do not  explore  mechanistically  what
happens  to  cell  populations  in  tissues,  and  how  that  affects  toxicity.  Even  though  such
phenomenological models find ample application in the clinic due to their specificity, sensitivity,
and simplicity (probably rather more application than any mechanistic complex model would find),
it is nonetheless of interest to study this problem from a more mechanistic point of view. Such
mechanistic  approaches  can  provide  useful  insight  into  the  problem  and  can  facilitate  the
development  of  phenomenological  response  models to  non-standard  schedules/treatment
combinations not covered by datasets to which the phenomenological models have been fitted.







in squamous epithelium (Dörr 1997, Dörr 2009, and references therein). However, the mechanistic
modeling of what happens to populations of cells in irradiated squamous epithelium has not been
fully addressed. Dörr and Obeyesekere (2001) presented a model of this effect. Hanin and Zaider
(2013) presented a mechanistic model of radiation-induced damage to normal tissue and its healing
kinetic,  which  is  general  and not  specifically  aimed at  squamous epithelium.  In this  work,  we
present two variations of a multi-compartmental model of cell populations in irradiated epithelium.
The model builds on Dörr and Obeyesekere (2001), and it is based on delay differential equations,
with delays accounting for cell replication duration, and transfer between compartments. Fenwick
(2006) has used delay differential equations to model mucositis, but did not explore the mechanistic
origin of such models. The main biological features sustaining the model are based on the three A’s
of repopulation in irradiated squamous epithelium: loss of  Assymetry,  Accelerated proliferation,
and  Abortive  divisions  (Dörr  1997).  Two  models  are  presented,  one  of  them  with  three
compartments:  healthy  proliferative  cells  (S),  damaged  or  abortive  proliferative  cells  (SA),  and
differentiated functional stem cells (F); the second one with four compartments: S, SA, functional
cells in the proliferative layer (FG) and functional cells in the functional layer (F). The second model
aims at including the particular structure of epithelium, with an inner germinal layer and an outer
functional layer.
We analyze the behavior of both models and use them to fit experimental data of cell densities after
irradiation in mouse skin.
2. Methods and Materials
2.1. Overview of the models
Our model will include proliferative stem cells (SC) (please notice that by stem cells we refer to
cells with proliferation capacity) and fully differentiated, non proliferative, functional cells (FC).  In






i.e. each SC division will create one SC and one FC. This asymmetric proliferation will keep the
population of SCs constant, in its equilibrium value, and will compensate for the natural loss of FC
due to tissue turnover. 
At any given time, we assume that a fraction p of SCs is proliferating (the rest being quiescent, in
the G0 phase). SC division takes a time, τ, and therefore we will explicitly introduce this delay in
our model (hence, the need for delay differential equations). During division, SCs may die (due to
fatal damage in their DNA or any other problems activating an apoptotic death). We model this
probability of death with the parameter  γS, which controls an exponential death (dS/dt=-γS  S). For
healthy SC the probability of dying during division will be small, and so will be this parameter.
According to this model, if S SCs start division at time t, 2S exp(-γS  τ ) cells will exit the division
cycle  at time t+τ, of which a fraction (1-AF) will be SCs and AF will be FCs. If division is fully
asymmetrical, AF=0.5, it will be ½ SCs and ½ FCs. In Figure 1 we show a scheme of the modeling
of the division cycle. This model of cell division and death is based on that presented in Mackey et
al. (2003).
Irradiation will damage proliferative SCs, turning them into abortive stem cells (ACs). The fraction
of SCs turning into ACs by the application of a dose  d is given by the surviving fraction (SF),
calculated according to the linear-quadratic (LQ) model (Fowler 1989), SF=exp(-αd-βd2), where α
and β  are the LQ parameters characterizing cell radiosensitivity, which depend on the amount of
DNA damage repair and double-strand breaks misrepair (Sachs et al. 1997).  There are concerns
about  the  application  of  the  LQ model  to  high-doses,  due  to  different  effects  that  can  impact
surviving fractions, like damage saturation of indirect damage effect associated to vascular damage
(Brenner  2008, Kirkpatrick et  al.  2008).  Alternative models have been proposed for high-doses
(Guerrero and Li 2004, Hanin and Zaider 2010). In this work, we will rely on the classical LQ






will have a higher probability of death during division, characterized by a parameter γA (γA >>γS ).
Therefore, ACs will rapidly disappear, causing a shortage of proliferative cells.
Functional cells are considered non-proliferative, and we also assume they do not die due to the
application of radiation. This simplification is based on the higher radiosensitivity of proliferating
cells in certain phases of the cycle (Pawlik and Keyomarsi 2004). Functional cells will be lost due
to natural turnover. This loss is modeled with an exponential (the rate of loss is proportional to the
number of cells), with parameter μ.
The rapid disappearance of proliferative cells after irradiation will cause an important perturbation
of the equilibrium state: not only will the number of proliferative cells decrease but so will the
number of FCs, as newly generated FCs cannot compensate for turnover. The loss of cells triggers
accelerated proliferation and loss  of  asymmetry (Dörr  1997,  Trott  1999, Dörr 2009),  aiming at
compensating for the loss of functional cells and repopulate the compartment of SCs, therefore
restoring the equilibrium of the system (if  possible). Accelerated proliferation is modeled as an
increase of  p, the fraction of proliferating SCs (and ACs).  Loss of asymmetry is modeled as a
decrease of parameter AF, therefore resulting in the creation of more proliferative cells per division.
In the first model we include the above mentioned three compartments. Squamous epithelium may
present  a  layered  structure,  with  an  inner  proliferative  layer,  where  stem cells  are  located  and
proliferate, and an outer functional layer, composed of functional cells and subject to turnover. This
spatial structure is lost in our model (as spatial coordinates are not considered as in any multi-
compartmental model).  We have extended our initial  model to try to accommodate this  layered
structure. We assume that the proliferative layer contains both SCs and FCs (we refer to FCs in the
proliferative layer as PLFs). The functional layer only contains functional cells  (which we refer to






SCs to be present only in the proliferative layer. Division of these SCs will create new PLFs, which
will then migrate to the functional layer (this migration in modeled with a rate parameter λ and a
delay τF). Once in the functional layer, FLFs are subject to turnover, as previously described.
In Figures 2 and 3 we present sketches of the 3-compartment (3C) model and the 4-compartment
(4C) model, which graphically illustrate the behavior of both models.
2.2. Case 1: 3-compartments (3C) model
The temporal evolution of the three compartments included in Case 1 (stem cells, S, abortive stem 
cells, SA, and functional cells, F) is described by the following equations:
d S ( t )
d t
=
2 p (t− τ )
τ
S ( t−τ ) e−γ S τ (1− AF )−
p ( t )
τ
S ( t )
(1)
d SA (t )
d t
=
2 p ( t−τ )
τ
S A ( t−τ ) e
−γA τ (1−AF )−
p ( t )
τ
SA ( t )
(2)
d F ( t )
d t
=
2 p ( t−τ ) AF
τ [e
−γ S τ S ( t−τ )+e−γ A τ SA ( t− τ ) ]−μF ( t )
(3)
In addition, when radiation is delivered there is an instant transfer of a fraction (1-SF) of S cells to
the abortive stem cell compartment, as previously described. In the above set of equations,  AF is
evaluated at  t-τ,  which is not explicitly included in the equation for the sake of simplicity. The
factor  p/τ can be interpreted as a proliferation rate.
A relationship between p and the rest of the parameters can be obtained from the equilibrium state 


















As previously described, the parameters AF and p have a dependence on the number of functional
and proliferative cells. It is known that the loss of functional cells triggers accelerated proliferation.
In  addition,  the  stem cell  compartment  will  restore  itself  if  damaged (Dörr  1997,  Trott  1999).
Lacking firm experimental evidence on the functional form of  AF and  p, we have considered the
following simple expressions for these terms:
AF (t )=min(0.5,
S ( t )+S A (t )
S0 ) (5)
p (t )=1− (1− p0 ) [
F ( t )
F0 ] (6)
The decrease of proliferative cells will result in a decrease of AF and therefore each division will
produce on average more proliferative cells  (S or  SA).  On the other  hand,  p will  increase with
decreasing numbers of functional cells, from a value  p0 at  equilibrium to approach 1 when the
number of functional cells is very low, which will result in almost 100% of S or SA proliferating.
2.3. Case 2: 4-compartments (4C) model
The temporal evolution of the four compartments included in Case 2 (stem cells, S, abortive stem
cells,  SA,  functional  cells  in  the  proliferative  layer,  FG,  and  functional  cells  in  the  functional
compartment, F) is described by the following equations:
d S ( t )
d t
=
2 p (t− τ )
τ
S ( t−τ ) e−γ S τ (1− AF )−
p ( t )
τ






d SA (t )
d t
=
2 p ( t−τ )
τ
S A ( t−τ ) e
−γA τ (1−AF )−
p ( t )
τ
SA ( t )
(8)
d FG (t )
d t
=
2 p ( t−τ ) AF
τ
[e−γS τ S (t−τ )+e−γA τ SA ( t−τ ) ]− λFFG (t−τF )
(9)
d F (t )
d t
=λFFG (t− τ F )−μF (t )
(10)
As previously stated, when radiation is delivered there is an instant transfer of a fraction (1-SF) of S
cells  to  the  abortive  stem  cell  compartment,  and  AF is  evaluated  at  time  t-τ.  The  following


















Again, sub-indices 0 indicate equilibrium populations.  We use the same functional form for AF and
p as in equations (5) and (6).
2.4. Experimental results and fits
We have used our models to fit experimental data reported in Dörr and Obeyesekere (2001). In that
article, the authors report variations of numbers of cells (cells/mm) with time in the tongue mucosa
of mice after irradiation with 13 Gy and 20 Gy. They include densities of cells in the proliferative
layer, functional layer, and total. Data were extracted with the graphical software g3data.
2.5. Numerical implementation
The  models  were  implemented  in  Matlab  (The  Mathworks,  Natwick,  MA),  and are  solved by
employing  a  Euler  method  (Press  et  al.  2017),  with  a  time  discretization  Δt,  including  some
particularities, which are described now: Initial values for each compartment are set in such a way





(irradiation) so as to achieve a  real initial  equilibrium state (there may be some shift  from the
initially set  initial  values, and some oscillation around new equilibrium values, typical of delay
differential equations). When the new equilibrium is achieved (defined as a relative moving average
varying less than a given ε) these new values are reset as equilibrium values, and we can start the
irradiation phase: the abortive compartment is created at the time of dose delivery and filled with a
fraction SF of S cells.
In addition, a simulated annealing method (Press et al. 2017) was implemented to find best fitting
parameters.  In  order  to  obtain  best  fitting  parameters,  the  simulated  annealing  algorithm  can
stochastically vary the parameters,  but  such variations are  limited to a range of physically and
biologically sound parameters,  in order to avoid unreasonable good fits.  In order to reduce the
number of free parameters, we have imposed α/β=10 in the evaluation of surviving fractions with
the LQ model, which is a reasonable value for proliferative cells.
In order to fit the experimental data, we have to obtain numbers of cells in the proliferative and
functional  layers  with  our  model.  In  addition  to  the  parameters  presented  in  the  differential
equations showing the dynamical evolution of each model,  we need extra parameters to fit  the
experimental data. Those parameters are: NT (overall number of cells pre-irradiation), fS (fraction of
stem cells pre-irradiation), and for the 4C model, fF (fraction of the total number of functional cells
that are in the functional compartment pre-irradiation). From these parameters, we can obtain the
values of S0, and F0 (and FG,0 in the 4C model).
We jointly fit data for 13 Gy and 20 Gy, meaning that the same set of fitting parameters are used for
both sets of data, but for  NT,  fF, and  fS. The rationale behind this is that the biological parameters
(proliferation,  turnover,  response to  radiation)  should be the same in both experiments,  but  the







We use the weighted sum of squared differences,  G, and the Akaike information criterion,  AIC,
(Akaike 1974; Gordon 2015) to evaluate the goodness of fits with models 3C and 4C:
G=∑
i
( d exp ,i−d th,iσexp , i )
2
(13)
AIC= 2(k+1)+n log(Gn ) (14)
where  dexp and  dth are  experimental  and theoretical  cell  densities,  respectively,  and  σexp are  the
experimental uncertainties. On the other hand, k is the number of parameters of the model, and n is
the sample size. The 3C model has k=9, the 4C-model k=12, and n=64.
3. Results and discussion
In Figures 4 and 5 we show the evolution of densities of cells in the proliferative and functional
layers of the skin of mice after irradiation with 13 Gy and 20 Gy, comparing experimental data and
best fits obtained with 3C and 4C models, respectively. We present best fits obtained with our SA
algorithm, and we also present an uncertainty analysis to illustrate the effect of uncertainties of
parameters  in  the  response of  the  models:  to  achieve  this  we performed 1000 simulations  that
include perturbation of the best fitting parameters, and report best fits ±1 standard deviation (SD).
Uncertainties  in  the  parameters  are  assumed  to  follow  a  normal  distribution,  with  standard
deviations of 10% of the mean. Combinations of parameters that were unphysical (e.g. values below
0 or above 100%) or lead to divergences were removed.
Both  3C  and  4C  models  provide  a  good  fit  of  experimental  data  for  irradiation  with  13  Gy






SD of the uncertainty analysis, showing that this represents an accurate estimation of experimental
uncertainties.  On the other  hand, fits  for 20 Gy are poorer (G=29.2 and 22.5 with 3C and 4C
models, respectively). The quality of the fits for 20 Gy may be affected by the larger uncertainty of
the experimental data (in fact, the uncertainty analysis with standard deviations of 10% of the mean
spans over a range much smaller than the experimental uncertainty bars). Also, the large number of
cells in both layers post-recovery, around days 13-15, complicates the fit,  as this overgrowth is
difficult to fit with our models. It is interesting to hypothesize that the overgrowth might be a result
of oscillations in the number of cells around the equilibrium populations. Such behavior can appear
in models with delays  like those presented in  this  work,  but  such a regime has not  been fully
explored due to the lack of enough experimental data to draw conclusions. Interestingly, the 4C
model  presents  a  more  oscillatory  behavior,  which  may  be  due  to  the  presence  of  more
compartments and two delays in the system of differential equations.
We should recall that both 13 Gy and 20 Gy population dynamics have been fitted at once, meaning
that the same set of parameters was used for both dose levels (but initial densities of cells, as it is
obvious in the experimental data that they differ, see section 2.5). If we allow the optimizer to find
different parameters to fit each dose level, the quality of the fit greatly improves, especially for 20
Gy. However, this does not seem justified and should not be the way to proceed in our opinion.
AIC values are similar for the 3C model and the 4C model (-7.5 vs. -9.7), with the larger number of
parameters of the 4C model canceling out improved G values. In general, these fits are better than
those presented in Dörr and Obeyesekere (2001): better for 13 Gy (G≈14 vs. G≈100) and also for 20
Gy (G≈22 vs. G≈38). When using the Akaike methodology, models with differences in AIC below
2 are generally considered to be equally good, while between 2–6 models are rarely dismissed as
differences are not considered significative (Symonds and Moussalli (2011)). Therefore, the two






Best fitting parameters are reported in Table 1. They show a low death rate of healthy stem cells
(γS~10-7 h-1), and a faster a death rate of abortive stem cells (γA~0.05 h-1) which results in a half-life
of approximately one cell division, and less than 10% of damaged cells undergoing 4 divisions (in
line with estimations of around 2-3 abortive divisions per damaged stem cell, Dörr 1997).  Turnover
rates of functional cells are of the order of 0.03 h-1, resulting in half-lifes of functional cells around
24h. The division time is 12 h, which results in around 28% of the stem cells dividing in the steady
state (p0~0.28).  Best fits are obtained with α values around 0.05 Gy-1. While this points to highly
radio-resistant cells, it is worth noticing that an even lower value of α (0.02 Gy-1) was used in  Dörr
and Obeyesekere (2001): cells in this experiment seem to be highly radio-resistant indeed, showing
only  moderate  response to  13 and 20 Gy single-fraction  doses.  Interestingly,  if  cells  present  a
decrease in relative radiosensitivity with increasing dose, this would result in a low α value when
fitting high-dose data to the LQ model.
It is important to notice that our models present some degeneration: increasing values of a (more
radio-sensitive cells) and decreasing values of τ lead to fits of similar quality. This degeneration has
not  been fully  investigated,  as the best fitting parameters seem to lack biological meaning (for
example equally good fits can be obtained with α = 0.25 Gy-1 and τ = 2 h, but such short division
times do not seem plausible).
4. Conclusions
Intolerable  toxicities  in  turnover  tissues,  like  mucosa  or  skin,  are  limiting  toxicities  in  several
cancers. Predicting whether a treatment will cause intolerable toxicity is of paramount importance
in order to design optimal radiation treatments. Several phenomenological mathematical models
have been developed to explore this issue, and some are used in the clinic. It is nonetheless of







In this  work,  we address  the modeling of population dynamics of cells  in  irradiated squamous
epithelium.  The  multi-compartmental  models  that  we  have  developed  intuitively  present  the
underlying biology in mathematical form, in particular the  three A’s  of repopulation in irradiated
squamous epithelium.  While we refer to our model as mechanistic, it is important to point out that
the model here presented uses the LQ model to evaluate surviving fractions of irradiated cells. The
LQ model was originally introduced as a phenomenological model,  and there has been a long-
standing debate on the mechanistic origin of the LQ model (Sachs and Brenner 1998, Zaider 1998),
which is still active nowadays (Bodgi and Foray 2016). Also, application of the LQ model to large
doses  per  fraction  is  questioned,  but  other  approaches  like  the  Linear-Quadratic-Linear  (LQL)
model (Guerrero and Li 2004) could be easily integrated within this methodology.
The models that we present are deterministic models. The experimental data used for validation
include relatively large numbers of cells, but when modeling the dynamics of populations of a few
cells, stochastic models may be more appropriate  (Hanin 2001, Badry and Leder 2016). 
The  models  were  used  to  fit  experimental  data  of  cell  population  dynamics  after  single  dose
irradiation,  and  we  obtained  good  results.  Fits  obtained  with  our  model  are  better  than  those
obtained with a model presented by Dörr and Obeyesekere (2001).
Approaches like the one adopted in this work can provide useful insights into the interpretation and
development of phenomenological models of toxicity, if toxicity is mainly due  to cell loss in the
affected organ (Rutkowska et al 2010).  In particular, such mechanistic approaches can facilitate the
development of response models to non-standard schedules/treatment combinations not covered by
datasets to which the phenomenological models have been fitted, like, for example, unconventional






combinations could also be modeled, provided the cytotoxity of chemotherapy is included in the
model. Even though we have only fitted single fraction data, the models can also be used for multi-
fraction treatments.  Studying the dynamics of a cell  population in multifraction treatments,  and
finding links between such dynamics and induced toxicity, is the next step of this work.
Disclosure of interest: The authors report no conflict of interest.
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Parameter Definition (Units) Case 1 (3C) Case 2 (4C)
τ  Division time (hours) 12 12
γS Death rate of healthy stem cells during mitosis
(hours-1) 
2×10-14 1×10-7
γA Death rate of abortive stem cells during mitosis
(hours-1) 
5.4×10-2 6.2×10-2
μ Turnover rate of functional cells (hours-1) 3.2×10-2 2.3×10-2
 α Linear parameter in LQ model (Gy-1) 0.05 0.04
τF Delay in transfer of FCs from  proliferative to
functional compartments (hours)
- 11












G Weighted sum of square differences 41.7 36.6
AIC Akaike information criterion -7.4 -9.7
Table 1: Best fitting parameters for models 3C and 4C to experimental data reported in  Dörr and
Obeyesekere  (2001),  and weighted  sum of  square  differences  and Akaike  information  criterion
values for both models.
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of the cell division cycle: p S(t) stem cells enter division at time
t; division takes a time τ; during division cells can die with a dying rate γ. At time t+τ we will have





Figure 2: Schematic representation of the three-compartment model.
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Figure 3: Schematic representation of the four-compartment model.520
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Figure 4: Evolution of densities of cells in the proliferative and functional layers of the skin of mice
after  irradiation  with  13  Gy and 20 Gy – Experimental  data  (circles  with  error  bars);  Best  fit
obtained with the 3C model (thick solid lines); Best fit ± 1 standard deviation of 1000 simulations
considering  Gaussian  uncertainties  with  10% standard  deviation  around  best  fitting  parameters
(thick dashed lines). Thin solid lines show modelling results presented in Dörr and  Obeyesekere
(2001). Panel A: proliferative layer, 13 Gy; B: proliferative layer, 20 Gy;  C: functional layer, 13





Figure 5: Evolution of densities of cells in the proliferative and functional layers of the skin of mice
after  irradiation  with  13  Gy and 20 Gy – Experimental  data  (circles  with  error  bars);  Best  fit
obtained with the 4C model (thick solid lines); Best fit ± 1 standard deviation of 1000 simulations
considering  Gaussian  uncertainties  with  10% standard  deviation  around  best  fitting  parameters
(thick dashed lines). Thin solid lines show modelling results presented in Dörr and  Obeyesekere
(2001). Panel A: proliferative layer, 13 Gy; B: proliferative layer, 20 Gy;  C: functional layer, 13
Gy; D: functional layer, 20 Gy.
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